
Explore Montage: webcollage.com/montage

Supercharge Your Content
The Montage ecosystem of technology companies, creative agencies and 
content service providers offer exciting new content options to bring product 
stories to life across the largest network of ecommerce sites on the planet.

Rich content just got richer!
Engage, inspire and tell every product story with supercharged content, controlled by 
you. Incorporate cool content into rich product detail pages syndicated by our platform:

UGC, Influencer Video,  
Shopper Reviews and More



Create unique, 
immersive digital 
shopper experiences 
that bring the “wow!”

Our 
Partners

“Visual user-generated content  
has changed the way people shop  
online because it provides valuable,  
real-world context and creates a more  
meaningful brand experience.”

- Pau Sabria, Co-founder, Olapic.

“User-generated content is conversion  
gold dust – so anything we can do to  
help brands to squeeze even more value 
out of what they’re already collecting  
is good news.” 

- Jonathan Callcut, CEO, Reevoo

“Working with social media influencers  
to create compelling branded video content 
is a top tactic because of the proven  
impact influencers have to build trust,  
drive traffic and impact sales.” 

- Jessica Thorpe, President, gen.video

See what MONTAGE can do for YOU:
webcollage.com/montage
montage@webcollage.com

•Brand control: Choose the 
content that best speaks to the 
essence of your brand.

•Top of the page: Options for 
enhanced hero image that displays 
selected content and assets.

 

•Amplify product stories: 
Content created by peers and 
influencers are magnets for shoppers 
and can bring products to life in  
a new way.

•Simple and seamless: No need 
to work with multiple suppliers.

•Fully automated: Powered by 
Content Publisher.

•Sell more online: Sticky content 
engages shoppers and boosts sales. 
Globally, one in five shoppers seek 
inspiration from UGC, and a full 
70% say that they would be more 
likely to buy a product after seeing 
a positive or relatable UGC online*.

*Olapic Global Consumer Report, 2016


